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While they were discussing, the green dog made a sharp bark again.

Its body disappeared in place and rushed towards Wells, who had lost
his armor.

Welles' pupils shrank, and the cold in his heart was cold, before he
could think about it, his body turned into streamer and disappeared in
place.

At the same time, he took out another set of genetic weapon
blessings.

This genetic armament is a backup. After all, it is not unusual for
genetic armaments to be damaged during battle. The Emperor of War
who has existed for tens of thousands of years naturally has a lot of
cards. It is normal to prepare several sets of genetic armaments. .

After putting on the new genetic weapon, his power was improved
again, and at the same time the giant lion phantom behind him let out
a majestic roar at the green dog.

The green dog's body stagnated for a moment. Adams didn't let go of
the opportunity. The purple streamer flashed in his eyes, and in the
void, sky and wisteria appeared, tying the green dog inside.

However, the green dog hadn't moved yet, the Tianluo wisteria was
corroded by the green mist around the green dog, and it quickly
turned into green slime and fell on the ground.

Seeing this scene, Adams's pupils shrank and his face was
condensed.

"The green mist around it is too corrosive and difficult to restrain."
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Ge Hong didn't use summoning combat techniques like before. The
red gem on her staff glowed brightly, and then a golden fireball that
shone like the sun appeared. The surrounding temperature rose
instantly, and she waved her staff. The golden fireball like the sun
turned into streamer and shot towards the green dog.

However, the speed of the green dog is extremely fast. Before the
fireball hits, it has disappeared in place. The golden fireball shot on
the ground and burst open. The roar sounded, the ground vibrated,
the hot golden flames surged, and the soil Turning into magma, the
area hundreds of kilometers in radius has completely turned into a
sea of   fire like a fierce prison.

The others glanced at the sea of   fire, their faces condensed.

Adams said in a voice transmission: "This won't work. You can't fight
on the surface of Daqixing. If you continue to fight like this, not to
mention other empires, our lion empire will definitely be destroyed."

The other three have no objection, Bieyuan's old face twitched, and
he sighed: "Since we can't leave, then we have to move towards
space while fighting...I hope the war emperors of other empires can
come over soon."

"Don't worry, not to mention that I have already sent the message. I
am afraid that such a big movement will be sensed by the
powerhouses of Daqixing. As long as they are not fools, they will
definitely come over as soon as possible."

Ge Hong slowly said.

The other three nodded, and then Wells rushed to the starry sky first,
and the others followed closely.

The green dog raised his head and glanced at the four people moving
in the direction of space. The green eyes rolled, and a cunning and
cold expression appeared in them.



Instead of chasing the four war emperors, it turned into a streamer
and flew away in the distance.

Seeing this scene, the complexions of the four Adams changed
drastically, and they could clearly feel that there was a lot of aura
gathering in that direction, that was the direction of the city.

"This beast! Want us to throw rats off?!"

Wells's face was extremely ugly.

"This alienated fierce beast is too insidious, its strength is so powerful,
it still uses this despicable method."

Adams also looked ugly.

But since they chose to entangle them as much as possible, they
could only chase in the direction of the green dog.

When the four of them were chasing the green dog, the green dog in
the distance disappeared. The space behind Behara was distorted,
and the hideous claws came out, directly piercing the white shield
and white robe of Behara. His body penetrated.

Bieyuan's eyes widened and he coughed up a mouthful of blood. The
blood dyed his white beard red, his face suddenly became pale, and
then his body turned into a cloud of white light, and a strong corrosive
eruption on the green dog paws When the fog dissipated, it
disappeared.

His body appeared behind Wells almost instantly, his chest was
punched through, his breath was weak, he quickly took out a bottle of
golden potion and drank it, and then the staff waved hard, and white
light enveloped him. .

Almost in a short period of time, the wound on his chest released
puffs of green smoke, and then the flesh and blood squirmed and
quickly recovered.



In this attack, the Green Dog severely injured Behara, but failed to kill
him.

But even so, the pupils of the three Adams were still constricted and
their hearts felt cold.

Wells let out a low growl, a golden light appeared on his body, and
then his body turned into an afterimage, slashing to the side of the
space.

A sharp claw came out and grabbed the head of the other original
who had just recovered and was a little weak, and the heavy sword
collided with the giant claw.

With the sound of gold and iron symphony, Wells flew upside down
and coughed out a mouthful of blood, but he barely blocked the
attack of his paws.

The body of the green dog emerged, and Behara took advantage of
this time to disappear into the same place again, avoiding another
attack.

At the same time, a series of purple-gold spears condensed in front of
Adams, and together with Ge Hong's golden fireball, they shot at the
green dog.

The green dog let out a piercing scream, disappeared in the same
place, and rushed to Bebara again.

At this moment, Wells could no longer withstand the attack of the
Green Dog. Beehara's body was in front of him, and the green dog
swung a paw over Beyahara's body, tearing him to pieces.

However, no blood flowed out of the shredded Behara's body, but it
turned into white light and disappeared.

The green dog saw this scene, sniffed slightly, and then disappeared
again. It appeared in another area hundreds of meters away, facing
the space with a claw.



锵! !

The symphony of gold and iron sounded, the space fluctuated, and
Beeyuan's body flew upside down, hit the ground hard, and made a
roar.

In his hand, a piece of gray iron charm shattered. Even though the
charm was used, there was still a wound on Beihara's body, and a
mouthful of blood was coughed out.

Beyhara coughed up blood and took out a piece of the charm again.
After using it, his body disappeared in place.

As soon as disappeared, a claw stabbed at the place where Betsuhara
was before, and the ground was like tofu, and was pierced in.

In the air, Beehara's body appeared, his face was extremely pale, and
a look of despair appeared in his eyes, and the sound transmission
roared:

"My life-saving trump cards are running out, just think of a way!
Without my boost, without my treatment, can you survive?!"

Adams, Ge Hong and Wells naturally understood this truth.

Adams showed a painful complexion on his face, took out a black
stone, and shot a black light at the green dog.

The black silk thread immediately bound the green dog inside.

"Attack it!!!"

The first time the green dog was restrained, the other three naturally
understood what to do.

Ge Hong condensed three golden fireballs in succession. Wells’ epee
had golden sword light shining, and the other principle was to take
out a small golden battle axe. After the spiritual power was injected,



the battle axe disappeared in place and appeared. In front of the
green dog.

almost instantly the three attackers shot the green dog at the same
time.

Boom boom boom! !

The roar sounded and the aftermath raged. Although the attack was
in the air, the storm and vibration formed by the aftermath on the
ground seemed to be the end of the world. Even the area more than
100,000 kilometers away was shaking slightly, and all the residents in
the surrounding cities watched The light that kept shining in the
distance, his face was full of fear.

However, the four Adams were horrified to discover that a green light
shield appeared around the green dog, and all attacks fell on the light
shield. The light shield only appeared with tiny cracks, not even
broken.

嗤嗤...

There was a squeaking sound, and green smoke appeared on the
black silk thread bound by the green dog's body. After a while, the silk
thread was corroded and the green dog got out of trouble. The four of
them saw the sly and cold eyes of the green dog, and their scalp
exploded.

"Hide!"

Suddenly, Bieyuan felt a frustration. Then he didn't see the green dog
move. Suddenly his face went pale, his whole body was in severe pain,
and he coughed up a mouthful of blood. Then, in the horrified eyes of
the three Adams, Beeyuan's body turned out to be horrified. Was
gradually corroded and turned into a pool of green slime.

The green dog opened his mouth and sucked the green mucus into
his mouth. Then the three Adams clearly felt that the green dog's
breath was stronger than before.



Feeling its aura becomes stronger, the three of them feel cold,Wells's
face is ugly, and his voice is a little hoarse and said:

"This animal... can swallow others and become stronger?! Isn't this its
limit?"

The other two also had extremely ugly faces, staring at the green
dog.

Now the strength of the Green Dog is close to the Battle Saint level,
and may even have reached the Battle Saint level. If this is not the
limit, where is its limit?

It is impossible to reach the God of War level, right?

If it is really a God of War, let alone Daqixing, even the Baiyun Star
Region will face a huge catastrophe.

The three of them thought of this, and their mouths felt dry for a
while.

It's not the problem of the Baiyun Star Territory, but that they can't
kill the green dog, and even damage it.

I'm afraid all three of them will die here.

The sharp green dog sounded like a scratch on the glass again:
"Hehe~ It tastes good."

The three of them were cold in their hearts, watching the green dog
vigilantly.

At this moment, the space suddenly tore, and a full eight figures with
powerful auras came out, including Si Qi and Li Xinghai.

They glanced at the battle marks on the ground below, and then at
the pale three Adams, their pupils shrinking.

Everyone looked at the green dog on one side vigilantly, knowing that
this opponent might not be easy to deal with.



Seeing them coming, the three of Wells were overjoyed, and then
they calmed down again, their faces still ugly and ugly.

"You are here."

Wells said in a voice transmission: "This monster is terrifying, I am
afraid it has reached the level of war saint, and it can swallow and
grow."

Upon hearing this, Siqi and others shrank their pupils, revealing a hint
of shock.

"War Saint..."

Siqi Chuanyin asked, "Why are there only three of you, Bieyuan and
Kutcher?"

Wells's mouth twitched: "...Dead, I'm afraid Kutcher was eaten by it
when he encountered this monster. Don't originally died just now."

Hearing this, the other eight strong emperors, including Li Xinghai
and Si Qi, fell silent, their faces were very solemn, and they all turned
to look at the strong emperor who suddenly appeared, with cunning
and weird flashes in their eyes. Shining, did not directly attack the
green dog that came up hastily.

Wells continued to speak:

"The green mist released by this monster is very corrosive. Even the
emperor- level genetic weapons will corrode if touched. In addition, it
may have space capabilities, fast speed, and strong defense
capabilities. The trump cards we used before, even Its defensive light
shield has not been broken...Finally, its claws may also be highly toxic.
Before Doiwon was injured and suddenly died, I suspect it is highly
toxic, but I am not sure, and other possibilities cannot be ruled out."

Hearing this, everyone else looked very ugly. Isn't it almost
omnipotent? !



Li Xinghai thought of something, a touch of solemnity and pain
appeared on his face, and the sound transmission said:

"I have a spell of the Spirit Sword. It is a Holy Grade charm. It can
cause a spiritual attack of the Holy Grade combat skills, but I need
someone to entangle it. Otherwise, I am afraid that it may not be able
to hit."

Hearing this, a smile of joy appeared on the other people's faces.

At this moment, Li Xinghai continued to speak: "Don't be happy..."

Before he finished speaking, the green dog that had been alert to the
sudden appearance of the Emperor suddenly screamed. Everyone
felt a tingling in the brain. Then the green dog disappeared in place
and appeared in a blue-haired middle-aged man in a blue robe.
Beside the man, a green light burst out from his mouth.

The terrifying light made the blue-haired man's whole body cold, his
body was penetrated instantly, but the penetrated body quickly
turned into a mist of water and dissipated. The blue-haired man
appeared 100 meters away, with a look of lingering fear on his face. .

Li Xinghai snarled and said, "Don't be too happy! It may not have the
means to resist mental attacks~www.mtlnovel.com~ I like any holy
attack methods you have. Give me all of them! Guaranteed. Kill him!
Behind us is the entire Daqixing!"

Hearing this, the eyes of several of the war emperors flickered, and a
painful color appeared on their faces.

Achievement of the Emperor of War, and has accumulated tens of
thousands of years in the Emperor, there are always some hole cards,
whether it is a hole card for fleeing, or a hole card for turning defeat
into victory, there are many.

This is also the reason why Don’t have been able to hold it in the
hands of a holy alienated fierce beast for so long before.



Of course, Alienated Beasts cannot use genetic weapons, cannot use
all kinds of charms and genetic potions, and there is no special trump
card, which is one of the reasons.

Even if it is a holy-level alienated fierce beast that cannot use any
special hole cards, it is still a holy-level monster.

Now, they naturally understand this.

Especially Adams, the shadow lock he used before was a holy charm,
otherwise it would be impossible to trap the green dog.

"Good! Let's use it together! Don't give it a chance to fight back!"

"This is for Da Qi Xing, so don't hide yourself."

All the war emperors spoke up one after another.
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